The SIMSCRIPT 11.5 pro~amming language is described, SIMSCRIPT 11.5 with its integrated graphical interface, SIMGRAPHICS, substantially reduces time and effort in simulation model development. Its
INTRODUCTION SIMSCRIPT
11.5 is a well established, standardized, and widely used language with proven software support. Experience has shown that SIMSCRIPT 11.5 reduces simulation programming time and cost several fold when compared to FORTRAN. It assists the analyst greatly in the formulation and design of simulation models and gives the programmer and analyst a common language for describing the model. The benefits of using SIMSCRIPT 11.5 can be felt at all stages in the development of a model, including:
Design
The powerful "world-view" consisting of Entities, Attributes, and Sets provides a natural conceptual framework in which to relate real objects to the model.
Programming
The modern free-form language contains sm~ctured programming constructs and all the built-in facilities needed for model development, Model components can be programmed so as to clearly reflect the organization and logic of the modelled system.
Testing
A well-designed package of program testing fa~cilities is provided.
Tools are available to detect errors in a complex computer program without resorting to memory dumps and other archaic means.
Evolution
The SIMSCRIPT 11.5 program structure allows the model to evolve easily and naturally from simple to detailed formulation as more information becomes available.
Many modifications, such as choices of set disciplines and performance measurements are simply specified in the program preamble in a non-procedural manner. Animation and presentation graphics can even be changed without program modification.
Documentation
The is determined by the model design and the choice of simulation language. SIMSCRIPT 11.5 has been shown to reduce the amount of code required when compared to FORTRAN by at least 75Y0, a four to one reduction! 2.4 Large model development SIMSCRIPT 11.5 has traditionally been the language of choice for very large models. There are no inherent limits to this size of either SIMSCRIPT 11.5 programs or their data structures. The dynamic storage allocation of SIMSCRIPT 11.5 frees the modeler from concerns about the size of data elements and all the error-checking code necessary to enforce array limits. The modularity of the language structure permits large teams of developers to work on independent segments of the model without needing to know all of the details of other elements of the model.
Portability SIMSCRIPT
11.5 is a truly portable language. It was originally developed for large mainframe computers, but it has evolved with the industry to implementations on mini-and now microcomputers.
The IBM Personal
Computer implementation of SIMSCRIPT 11.5 is one of the most advanced software packages available on that computer.
The modelling language has been designed and maintained to be compatible across all the implementations.
These include PC (DOS, Windows, 0S/2), SPARC Station, DEC Station, HP 9000/700, IBM RS6000, VAX, and CRAY. animation capabilities have been developed to display moving objects against a static background in order to give further insight into the complex interactions which take place within a system.
The preparation of the presentation graphics as well as the icons for animation is accomplished through the use of editors.
The icons are stored with the program but may be modified without having to modify the program or clutter it with non-system related code. windows. SIMLAB also makes it possible to write, maintain, and execute programs which are much larger than the actual memory of a PC can contain. Through its virtual addressing mechanism, programs which would normally require main frame capacity are being developed on PCs.
THE PC SIMLAB ENVIRONMENT

EXAMPLE CODE
Simulation involves the passage of time in the life of some object.
For example, passengers arrive at an airport, wait for a passenger agent, get a boarding pass and leave.
General purpose programming languages, such as Pascal, C and FORTRAN, lack the constructs to make time pass in a simulation. The programmer has to write these constructs before he or she can get on to writing the simulation. When this PASSENGER is next up for execution, control returns to the statement after the wait statement, The PASSENGER relinquishes the PAS SENGER. AGENT so that someone else can use it and disappears from the scene.
Processes
The great advantage of this construct is the modeler can write the steps of the process in structured English. Having done this, he or she only has to create passengers when they are needed, and SIMSCRIPT 11.5 will handle all details of scheduling and execution.
Notice that the process is clear about what is supposed to happen. This reduces the chances of logical errors in coding. More importantly, an airline employee can read the code and know whether it represents what really happens.
Creating Instances of Processes
The process routine show what happens to one passenger. We need to create many passengers to run a simulation.
The general technique involves creating a second process that functions as a passenger generator. executing it. When the PAS SENGER. GENERATOR is first in the event set, the timing routine returns to the statement after the Wait statement, loops, creates the next passenger and goes back to the event set.
Running the Simulation
All that remains is to start the simulation and build some 1/0 structure to support the model. As in any fullfeatured language, SIMSCRIPT 11.5 supports formatted input and output of text. 
